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ABSTRACT 

A review is presented of the point defect model (PDM) for the growth and breakdown of passive films on metal and 
alloy surfaces in contact with aqueous solutions. The model provides a reasonable account of the steady-state properties 
of cation-conducting and anion-conducting barrier layers on nickel and tungsten, respectively, in phosphate buffer solu
tions; of the impedance characteristics of passive films on nickel; of the breakdown of passive films on a wide range of 
metals and alloys; o£ the distributions in the breakdown parameters (breakdown voltage and induction time); of the role 
of alloying elements in enhancing the resistance of alloys to passivity breakdown; of transpassive dissolution and electro
polishing; of erosion-corrosion; and of photoinhibition of pit nucleation. Additionally, the PDM has allowed us t0 formu
late a set of principles for designing new alloys and has led to the development of a deterministic method for predicting 
localized corrosion damage functions. 

The passivity of metals and alloys is the single most im
portant phenomenon responsible for our metals-based civ
ilization. We all accept metals technology in our everyday 
lives, but few of us realize that most structural metals are 
viable in an engineering sense only because of the existence 
of a surface oxide film whose thickness may not exceed a 
few nanometers (several tens of atomic-diameters). These 
films frequently isolate phases that, without kinetic re
strictions, ordinarily react violently. Consider, for exam
ple, one of our most common structural metals, aluminum. 
This metal has a heat and a free energy of reaction with 
oxygen that are not too different. from those for gasoline, 
yet everday we fly through the air in vehicles made from the 
former but powered by the latter. The continued structural 
integrity of the aircraft is due entirely to the aluminum 
oxide film that exists on the surface. Extensive rupture of 
this film over large areas of the surface can lead to 
catastrophic reaction of the underlying metal with the en
vironment. For example, powdered aluminum is added to 
solid rocket fuels to boost the energy density of the propel
lant. Likewise, the aluminum superstructure of the frigate 
HMS Sheffield burned during the Falkland-Malvinas Is
land war after being struck by an anti-ship missile. In both 
cases, factors existed that rendered the oxide film on the 
surface mechanically and structrually unstable, resulting 
in the continued exposure of the underlying metal to oxy
gen at highly elevated temperatures. 

Electrochemists are familiar with passivity, because it 
leads to the sudden drop in t.he cun·ent flowing across a 
metal/solution interface on anodic polarization, when the 
potential exceeds a critical value (Fig. 1). At potentials 
more negative than this value, the metal dissolves in the 
active state where the surface is more-or-less uncovered by 
an oxidation product film.• At some critical potential, a 
transition occurs at the surface resulting in the formation 
of a phase, possibly of monoatomic dimensions, that effec
tively isolates the metal from the environment. A number 
of mechanisms could be responsible for this transition, in
cluding the chemisorption of oxygen at the interface, the 
coalescence of oxide islands on the surface to form a con
tinuous film, or perhaps the dehydration (possibly induced 
by deprotonation) of a thin oxyhydroxide precursor. Re
gardless of the exact mechanism of this process, the transi
tion is remarkable in that the current may drop by many 
orders in magnitude when the potential is increased in the 
positive direction by no more than a few millivolts. 

Here I review the development of the PDM for the growth 
and breakdown of passive films on metal surfaces.2

-
13 Carl 

Wagner made significant contributions to this subject. 
Similarities between Wagner's theory of (dry) oxidation14

• 

• Electrochemical Society Active Member. 
• It is not at all certain that the surface in the active state is 

"bare". For example, Wright1 found that iron in sulfuric acid, in the 
active state, exhibits an anodic photocurrent. The only viable ex
planation of this effect is that the surface is covered by a film whose 
properties and thickness are such that electronic transition can 
occur resulting in the generation of mobile charge. 

and the PDM for anodic films are discussed; both theory 
and model assume that the principal entities involved in 
oxide growth are point defects, notably cation cv:;) and 
anion (V0) vacancies, in a disordered ban-i.er layer of nomi
nal stoichiometry MOX/2. 

Steady-state Passive Films 
Although the phenomenon of passivity has been known 

for more than 150 years, during which time numerous theo
ries have been proposed to explain the effect, 14

-
19 a satisfac

tory description of the passive state still eludes us. This 
state of affairs is due, in part, to the experimental 
difficulties in probing surface films whose thickness may 
not exceed a few nanometers, and also is due to the concep
tual difficulty in using bulk phase concepts in formulating 
theoretical descriptions. Any theory must explain some 
well-established experimental facts, including: 

1. Passive films generally form as bilayers, with a highly 
disordered "barrier" layer adjacent to the metal and an 
outer film comprised of a precipated phase that may incor
porate anions and/or cations from the solution (Fig. 2). Be
cause passivity still is observed in the absence of the outer 
film (e.g., in highly acidic or basic solutions where precipi
tation may not occur), we attribute "passivity" to the bar
rier layer. 

2. The steady-state thickness of the barrier layer and 
logarithm of the steady-state current generally vary lin-
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Fig. 1. Potentiodynomic curves for a single-crystal Ni{lOO) elec
trode in phosphate buffer solutions at various pH values {indicated on 
the curves). Sweep rote= 20 mV s"1

; electrode area, A= 1.25 cm2
• 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of processes that lead to the formation of bilayer 
pass1ve films on metal surfaces. 

early \vith the applied voltage, except when a change in 
oxidation state of the cation within the film occurs within 
the passive range. The linear variation of the film thickness 
with applied voltage implies that the electric space field 
within the film is also independent of voltage, even under 
controlled potential conditions. This hypothesis is contrary 
to the potential-dependent field assumed in previous treat
ments. 

3. Marker experiments,20 and the segregation of alloying 
elements into the barrier layer, as determined by using sur
face analysis by laser ionization (SALI), are consistent with 
the grovvth of the barrier layer into the metal phase. Like
wise, marker studies, and structural and compositional 
factors are consistent with the upper layer growing out
wards from the barrier layer/environment interface. 

Perhaps the simplest case to treat from an analytical 
viewpoint is that of a film under steady-state conditions. 
We have developed this case recently for the two extreme 
kinetic behaviors of interfacial equilibrium and irre
versible reaction.5·

6 Only the latter case will be described in 
any detail here, but the diagnostic criteria derived from the 
interfacial equilibrium model are included for complete
ness. 

Assuming that the transmission of ions through the bar
rier layer occurs by vacancy motion, due to the preponder
ance of Schottky defects, the reactions that occur at the 
metal/film and film/solution interfaces are those depicted 
in Fig. ~l. The reactions shown are not assumed; they are the 
only possible elementary reactions for vacancy generation 
and 8nnihilation. The reactions given in Fig. 3 differ funda-
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(MOm) 
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----vo ---~ 

Precipitated 
Outer layer/Solution 

F~. 3. Schematic of physicochemical processes that occur within a 
passtve film according to the paint defect model. m = metal otom, 
~..b! = metal cation in cation site, 0 0 = oxygen ion in anion site 
VA' = cation vacancy, V0 = anion vacancy, Vm = vaca~ in metal 
phose. Durin9 film groWth, cation vacancies are Produced at the 
film/solution mterface, but are consumed at the metal/film interface. 
Likewise, anion vacancies are formed at the metol/film interface, but 
are consumed at the film/solution interface. Conseuqently, the Auxes 
of cation vacancies and anion vacancies are in the directions indi
cated. Note that reaction 1, 3, and 4 are lattice conservative pro· 
cesses, whereas reaction 2 and 5 are not. 

mentally in terms of whether they conserve the film 
boundary with respect to some fixed reference point in 
space. Reactions 1, 3, and 4 conserve the film, because they 
involve the movement of ions across the boundaries. Reac
tion 2 results in the generation of new film [MM + (x/2) V0] 
by a fluctuation in electron density around an atom in the 
metal at the metal/film boundary. The metal atom {m) does 
not move substantially, but some movement of the ions 
within the film must occur to create the oxygen vacancy.b 
Likewise, reaction 5 results in the destruction of the film by 
dissolution (which may or may not be an electrochemical 
process), and hence, is also nonconservative. 

Because the steady-state must involve two nonconserva
tive reactions (only one nonconservative reaction would 
resul t in monotonic growth or thinning of the film) , the 
rates of reactions 2 and 5 must be equal, resulting in 

[ [J.Jm/f = -(i) k.C~. L. [1] 

where J 0 is the flux of oxygen vacancies at the metal/film 
interface, x is the barrier layer stoichiometry (MOxrl), k, is 
the (potential-dependent) rate constant for the dissolution 
of the barrier layer, and n is the kinetic order of this process 
with respect to protons.~-6 Similarly, we may express the 
total current flowing into the metal as 

Iss= F[OJM- 2J. + (o- x)k.c;;.J [2] 

where JM is the flux of cation vacancies from the film/solu
tion interface to the metal/film interface. Substitution of 
Eq. 1 yields a somewhat simpler expression as 

[3] 

Equation 3 is important, because it demonstrates that, in 
the steady-state, the current is determined by the flux of 
cation vacancies and by the kinetics of film dissolution 
(which is related to .T0 through Eq. 1). Of course, this ex
pression is strictly valid only in the absence of redox spe
cies in the environment, which would result in parallel 
electron or hole currents of magnitudes that depend on the 
thickness of the film (among other factors). 

By expressing the interfacial rate constants as exponen
tial functions of the interfacial potential differen<ees, and 
by assuming that the potential drop across the film/solu
tion interface, $11. , varies linearly with applied voltage 
(Fig. 4) and pH 

[4] 

we have been able to derive expressions for the steady
state thickness oi the barrier layer and the steady-state 
current as5•6 

L =.![1-a-ac:x..t(~-1)1 V+!{2.303n 
.. £ ~ X €. ~X'Y 

(5] 

and 

(6] 

where k,0 and a, are the standard rate constant and transfer 
coefficient for the i- th reaction (Fig. 3), y= F/RT , and ad is 
t he transfer coefficient for the film dissolution reaction. 
Equation 5 successfully accounts for the observed linear 
dependence of L .. on V.< Likewise, L ,. is predicted to vary 
linearly with pH and this relationship also is found for 
many systems (Fig. 5). Finally, provided that either cation 
vacancies or anion vacancies dominate the transport prop
erties of the barrier layer, Eq. 6 predicts that the logarithm 
of the steady-state current will vary linearly with applied 
voltage, as is also commonly found experimentally. 

b Or, perhaps, cation vacancies are converted to anion vacancies? 
' Lss varies linearly with V Ior many systems; this relationship is 

so reliable that, in the case of the valve metals, the thickness of 
anodic films £requently is expressed in terms of the anodizing 
voltage. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic potential profile across o passive film. 

The predicted dependencies of L,. an~ ln~I • .) on ~he ~p
plied voltage, pH, and cation concentration m solut~on (~
eluding those for the interfacial equilibrium ca~e) g1ve nse 
to the diagnostic criteria listed in Table I, which may be 
used to identify the majority (vacancy) charge carrier in the 
film and to characterize the kinetic natures of the interfa
cial reactions. Recently we have applied these criteria to 
characterize the passive films on nickel and tungsten; two 
systems that are thought to represent th~ extrem~s in pas
sive film behavior, because of the large difference m mad~
tion states of the cations (Ni2

' vs. W6
•) . In carrying out this 

analysis, we chose to use (partly for expe~ental conve
nience) the steady-state CUITent as the expenmentally de
pendent variable and applied voltage, pH, an~ dissolution 
product concentration as the independent vanables. 

The diagnostic functions summarized in Table I h~ve 
been employed recently to explore the nature of the pass1ve 
film on single crystal nickel (100) in phosp~ate _buffer so~u
tion. 6 In agreement with theory, log (I,.) vanes lmearl~ Wlth 
applied voltage (excluding deviations Cfo~e to th~ active~ to 
passive transition for the three most ac1d1~ solutions), :m!h 
a slope that is independent of pH. LikeWlse, and agam m 
agreement with theory (for a constant value for n ), log (I,.) 
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Fig. 5. Thickness of the barrier oxide Ioyer on iron in acidic phos· 
phote solutions as a function growth potential (after Solo and Nodo, 
Ref. 19}. 

varies linearly with pH and the steady-state current is 
found to be independent of [Ni2• ] over a wide rang·e of con
centration. Noting that o = x, for this case, these data are 
consistent only with the passive film on nickel being a 
cation conductor involving irreversible ejection of cations 
from the film. 

In the case of tungsten6 in the same phosphate medium, 
the steady-state current is independent of both the applied 
voltage and tungstate concentration. Because, in this case 
as well, o = x. the data are consistent with the passive film 
on tungsten being an anion (oxygen ion) conductor under 
either interfacial equilibrium or kinetic control. In both 
cases, the gradients of log (I,.) vs. pH sh.ould be eq.ual to -:-n, 
where n is the kinetic order of the barrrer layer d1ssolut10n 
reaction with respect to hydrogen ion in solution. Although 
considerable scatter exist in the data, 6 this prediction holds 
with n = 1 and -1 at low and high pH values, respectively, 
corresponding to the dissolution of the W03 barrier layer 
presumably as 

W03 + 2H• ~ WOi• + H20 (7] 

Table 1. Diagnostic criteria for determining the conductive nature of the barrier Ioyer. 

Interlacial equilibrium Kinetic control 

Cation Anion 
Criterion transmjssion transmission 

Cation 
transmission 

Anion 
transmission 

(CJL,.) 
"W pHC,... 

[ 1 - a - aa,(~ - x>J;e [1-a-~(i-1 ));e 
[ilL.,] 
ilpH VC.,.. 

[ 1.15~ 5n _ p ]!E [2.3 03n -!3 (<X.!(Ii- X)) + l)tr. 
O:..XY O:..X 

( ()L,. ) 
illn Cw- VpH 

0 0 
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(although the woi• species app~r~ntly h~s not been re
ported previously) in the more acl<lic solutions, and as 

W03 + H20 ~ WO!- + 2W [8] 

in the less acidic solutions. The values of n indicate that 
reactions 7 and 8 are first order in H- and oH-, respectively. 
Furthermore, the log(l.J vs. pH correlations should inter
sect at a pH value given by 

pH= .1.G 0 /9.212 RT [9] 

where .1.G 0 is the change in standard Gibbs energy for the 
equili bri urn 

wo~· + 2H,o ~ wo~- + 4H" [10] 

Using thermodynamic data for wo~- given by Na~ov 
et aL,21 Eq. 9 yields a standard Gibbs energy of formation 
for wo~· of - 122.9 kcal/mol. Notwithstanding the uncer
tainty in the existence of wo~·. the PDM clearly provides a 
quantitative account of the properties of steady-state pas
sive films on nickel and tungsten, at least as can be probed 
using the passive current. 

Now I return to the linear dependence of L .. on applied 
voltage as found experimentally for man~ systems (Fig.?> 
and as predicted by Eq. 5. No assumption was made m 
developing the PDM as to any functional dependence of 
£on V. That L., varies linearly with voltage is powerful 
evidence that the electric field strength is independent of 
the applied voltage, even under controlled potential condi
tions. The alternative explanation is that the potential de
pendencies of £ and the quantity in square brackets in the 
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5 are exactly com
plementary, such that their product is indepe~dent of V 
over a wide range of voltage (i.e., across the pass1ve range). 
We consider this possibility remote. 

The Impedance Characteristics of Passive Films 
While the PDM successfully accounts for many proper

ties of steady-state passive films, as discussed above, ano 
provides powerful diagnostic criteria for classifying fil~s 
according to the identity of the (vacancy) charge earner 
and kinetic natures of the interfacial reactions, a much 
more severe test of the model's veracity is its ability to 
account for the impedance function over wide ranges of 
frequency and voltage. This is the "ultimate" test of the 
electrochemical predictions of the model, because the 
impedance function, when measured over an infinite fre
quency bandwidth, contains all the information that can be 
gleaned from a linear system by electrical means .. <?ther 
(nonelectrical) experimental techniques proVIde additwnal 
information and nonlinear electrical methods (e.g., har
monic impedance spectroscopy) provide still more. Never
theless, EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy) is a 
powerful diagnostic technique that is findihg extensive use 
in mechanistic electrochemistry. 

Starting with the work of Chao, Lin, and Macdonald4 in 
1982, we have used EIS to explore the properties of passive 
films that form on nickel in both phosphate and borate 
buLler solutions ... • The most complete study of this kind 
was published recently by Macdonald and Smedley,1'

8 

which explored the passive film on Ni(III) in phosphate 
buffer solutions over a wide frequency range (10 kHz - 1 
MHz) and as a function of applied potential and pH. The 
version of the PDM used to fit the experimental data (using 
a nonlineru: minimization procedure) is identical to that 
shown in Fig. 3, except that dissolution of the barrier layer 
was ignored in the impedance analysis. However, the linear 
dependence of L., on V was incorporated, so that the con
cept of the steady-state being dictated by the balance be
tween two nonconservative processes is preserved. 

The nonlinear minimization procedure uses a "design 
optimization" a.lgorithm to minimize the object function 

[11] 

subject to the constraint 

[12] 

where IZI is the impedance modulus, o is the phase angle, 
and subscripts "exp" and "calc" are the experimentally
measured and calculated (from the PDM) quantities, re
spectively. 

Fits of the PDM to the experimental impedance data 
were carded out by regarding various model parameters as 
variables. These parameters included the interfacial rate 
constants and transfer coefficients, electric field strength, 
and vacancy diffusivities (not all were varied simulta
neously). It was necessary to assume a potential-dependent 
capacitance in parallel with the interfacial impedance to 
obtain a good simulation of the experimental data. A com
parison between the optimum calculated impedance data 
and the experimental data for applied voltages of 0.1 and 
0.5 V (SCE) and !or a pH value of 9 is shown in Fig. 6. The 
calculated data were derived assuming that cation vacan
cies alone move through the barrier layer and a single set of 
kinetic parameters yielded a calculated impedance func
tion that is in excellent agreement with the experimental 
data over wide ranges of voltage (0.1-0.5 V vs. SCE) and 
pH. However, the full set of simulations were carried oue·' 
for the two cases where we assume that either cation va
cancies or oxygen vacancies within the barrier layer are 
mobile. Analysis of the two cases (cation vs. anion motion) 
found that the fits to the cation conducting case were 
significantly better than for the oxygen ion conducting 
case. This finding is consistent with our steady-state work 
discussed in the previous section (although that work was 
carried out at a later date), from which we also concluded 
that the barrier layer on nickel is a cation conductor. Fur
thermore, the optimization required the electric field to be 
independent of applied voltage, again in good agrement 
with the steady-state work. Interestingly, the fit was quite 
insensitive to values chosen for the kinetic parameters for 
the reactions occurring at the film/solution interface; we 
believe that this is because the system was not probed at a 
sulficiently low irequency (i.e., sufficiently close to the 
steady-state) that processes occurring at the film/solution 
interface could be detected. Furthermore, the transfer 
coefficients found for the forward and reverse directions oi 
reaction 1 in Fig. 3 were very small (-0.003), indicating 
extraordinarily low dependencies of the interfacial reac
tion (injection of cations into the film) on the local potential 
difference across the metal/film interface. 

The steacly-state work and the EIS studies provide a con
sistent story-the barrier layer on nickel in phosphate 
buffer solutions is a cation conductor that, under anodic 
polarization conditions, involves the irreversible ejection 
of cations from the film. However, in the steady-state work, 
we have described but two extremes in behavior; the case 
where all interfacial reactions are either in equilibrium or 
are completely irreversible. Presumably, a spectrum of in
termediate cases exists where each of the interfacial reac
tions exhibits varying degrees of reversibility, and these 
cases need to be explored. Finally, we have completed ex
tensive EIS studies recently on tungsten in phosphate 
buffer solution and the impedance spectra are substan
tially different from those for nickel in the same environ
ments. According to our steady-state work, the passive~ 
on tungsten is an oxygen ion conductor and the passiVe 
current presumably is dominated by t he kinetics ofdissolu
tion of the barrier layer. These data currently are being 
analyzed in terms of the PDM by incorporating film disso
lution (reaction 5, Fig. 3) and the findings will be published 
later. The PDM has successfully met every test to date, 
however only a few of the important properties of passive 
films have been probed. The argument for the basic validity 
of the PDM would be considerably stronger if the full com
plement of the diagnostic criteria summarized in Tabl~ I, 
along with the diagnostic features oi EIS, could be applied 
to systems spanning the spectrum of kinetic behaviors de-
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approximately 1.5 x 10-4 to 1.5 x 10 3 cm/yr (i.e., 1.5 to 
15 )lm/yr). For most practical situations, metal loss rates of 
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Fig. 6. Ex~rimental and calculated im~nce data for Ni(lll) in 
0.1N H3PO..J'Na0H buffer solution, pH = 9, at 23 ± 2°C assuming 
that cation vacancies alone are mobile in the barrier film; (a.< top) - Z" 
vs. Z', (b, middle) log I Z I vs. log f, (c, bottom) $ vs. log (TJ . 

scribed above. This paper presents but one small step in 
this task. 

Passivity Breakdown and Pit Nucleation 
If the passive films on metals, such as those on iron, 

nickel, and chromium (and alloys thereof), l"emained com
pletely intact then the corrosion current flowing across the 
interface under most industrial conditions would be of the 
order of 0.1-1.0 (.l.A/cm2

, corresponding to corrosion rates of 

this order are of no concern so that our automobiles, 
bridges, airplanes, and industrial systems would last for 
times extending well beyond the current design liietimes. 
Unfortunately, passive films do not remain intact, as we 
indicated in the case of aluminum at the beginning of this 
paper. Passivity breakdown can occur for various reasons, 
including straining of the substrate metal, the presence of 
thermal stresses (due to differences in thermal expansiv
ity), fluid ftow and cavitation, transpassivity poladzation, 
and chemically induced phenomena. In the following dis
cussion, we deal \vith three reasons for passivity break
down. The three, pitting corrosion, transpassive dissolu
tion, and erosion-corrosion are responsible for losses of 
many billions of dollars per annum to the US economy. 

Pitting corrosion.- The best known causative agent of 
"chemically induced breakdown" is chloride ion, which 
shows a remarkable ability to cause pitting on many metals 
and alloys of industrial interest. 1~"17 Assuming that an ion, 
like chloride, must interact physically with the barrier 
layer to cause passivity breakdown, and hence to nucleate 
pits, we ourselves explore how this might happen on an 
atomistic scale. Let us envision a hydrated chloride ion 
(Cl- · nH20, n "" 6) approaching the film/solution interface 
of the barrier layer (after moving through the precipitated 
layer). From this vantage point, the barrier layer appears as 
an undulating surface of charge with positive potentials 
occuring over cations and negative pokntials over anions, 
with the difference between the peak~ depending on the 
degree of covalent (vs. ionic) bonding in the lattice (the 
greater the extent of covalent bonding the lower the differ
nee between peaks). Occasionally, however, the chloride 
ion experiences vacancies, with cation vacancies appearing 
as sites of high negative charge (corresponding to a formal 
charge of - xe) and oxygen vAcancies appearing as sites of 
high positive charge (formally +2e). Thus, the chloride ion 
is presented \Niih a number of attractive sites to attack, but 
which will be favored? This is a difficult question t.o answer 
unequivocally, because other processes must be consid
ered. For example, a chloride ion could absorb into a sur
face oxygen vacancy, but this must be done at the expense 
of considerable dehydration. However, the high coordina
tion afforded by neighboring ions is a positive factor (fa
voring absorption), although any expansion of the vacancy 
to accommodate the ion would be energetically costly. The 
anion also could interact electrostatically with a positive 
center in the film surface represented by a surface cation; in 
this case, the interaction might be weaker (because of 
significant covalent bonding) but, because less dehydration 
is required in that the ion would not penetrate into the 
surface, the overall effect might favor absorption at a 
cation site. These two scenarios could lead to quite differ
ent mechanisms Ior localized attack. 

In the first case (anion absorption into a surface oxygen 
vacancy), the film may respond in several ways (Fig. 7). In 
one way (case I), the system responds to the loss of oxygen 
vacancies by generating cation vacancy/oxygen vacancy 
pairs via a Schottky-pair type of reaction. The oxygen va
cancies in turn react with additional anions (e.g., chloride) 
at the film/solution interface to generate yet more cation 
vacancies. Importantly, the generation of cation vacancies 
is autocatalytic, but whether or not the illm breaks down 
depends on the relative rates w:ith which the cation vacan
cies are transported across the barrier layer and are annihi
lated by emission of cations from the metal into the film. If 
this annihilation reaction is incapable of consuming the 
cation vacancies arriving at the metal/film interface, the 
excess vacancies will condense and lead to the local de
tachment of the film from the underlying metal t(Fig. 8). 
Consequently, provided the local tensile stresses are 
sufficiently high and/or the film dissolves locally (see be
low), the barrier layer will rupture, marking the initiation 
of a pit. The evidence for this mechanism is discussed later 
but, present at this picture is sufficiently encompassing 
to explore other processes that may occur in the barrier 
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, X 
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Fig. 7. Summary of proposed reactions leading to passivity break
down. 

layer as a result of anion absorption into a surface oxygen 
vacancy. 

From Fig. 7, it is evident that an absorbed anion (e.g., c1·) 
could desorb along with a surface cation to form a (~) · 
(V0) pair (process a]. This process is perhaps favored in 
those cases where the anion has a tendency to complex with 
the cation (e.g., in the case of iron in chloride solutions), 
rather than forming an insoluble compound, as in the case 
of silver in the presence of chloride ion. In any event, we 
proceed by exploring the fate of the vacancy pair. In one 
instance (case II), the cation vacancy may submerge into 
the barrier layer by the outward movement of a cation, 
resulting in the regeneration of an isolated surface oxygen 
vacancy. Because the anion vacancy may then absorb an
other anion, this process, too, is autocatalytic and bas the 
additional feature that, because x- is regenerated in the 
vacancy pair generation reaction (i.e., reaction a) the con
centration of absorbed anion (X0) may exist in a steady
state for any given set of conditions. Thus, reaction II leads 
to the anion-catalyzed generation of cation vacancies at 
the barrier layer/environment interface and to their pene
tration into the film. Clearly, the reaction will be favored at 
those (localized) regions of the film where the rate of pene
tration of the cation vacancies into the barrier layer is 
greatest. The submergence of cation vacancies into the bar-

M-al Film 

rier layer may not be favored; particularly in those films 
where the cation mobility is very low. In this case (reaction 
III), the CW;) · (V0) pairs may persist at the surface and 
eventually coalesce to destroy the lattice at the barrier 
layer/environment interface. It is not obvious, however, 
that reaction III should occur locally and hence :result in 
pitting attack. More likely, reaction III represents macro
scopic anion-catalyzed dissolution of the film, in a manner 
analogous to reaction 5 as depicted in Fig. 3. 

To extend this argument we enquire where and how one 
might expect passivity breakdown to occur. Destruction of 
the barrier layer at the ftlm/solution interface by vacancy 
pair formation is favored in those cases, or on those regions 
of the film, where cation mobility is very low. However, one 
expects the system to respond by growing additional film at 
the metal/film interface to satisfy Eq. 1. If this process oc
curs over a localized area then we expect the barrier layer 
to penetrate into the metal substrate in like fashi<Qn. This 
may be the mechanism of formation of porous anodic films 
on aluminum upon anodizing in acid solutions.n In this 
case, the barrier layer is scalloped in form, with each 
"scallop" subtending a pore. Presumably, dissolution 
(whether it be anion-catalyzed or not) occurs at some per
sistent defect that extends through the barrier layer to the 
film/solution interface. For films (or regions of films) where 
the cation mobility is high, destruction of the vacancy pairs 
by the outward flow of cations (inward flow of cation va
cancies) is favored leading to the generation of cation va
cancy condensates at the metal/film interface. Because pits 
are found to nucleate at points of high disorder (e.g., at 
ghost grain boundaries, and at intersections of the film 
with inclusions and second phase particles), where high 
cation mobility is expected, the arguments presented above 
seem to favor vacancy condensate formation (cases I and 
II), rather than local film thinning (case III), as being the 
fundamental nucleation event, although local thinning is 
expected to occur, as argued below. 

What are the consequences that vacancy condensation at 
the metal/film interface has for processes that occur at the 
film/solution interface? According to Eq. 1, for a film in the 
steady-state, a balance exists between the rate of film for
mation at the metal/film interface and the rate of dissolu
tion at the film/solution interface. However, if the film is 
detached locally from the metal, due to the condensation of 
cation vacancies, then clearly reaction 2 shown in Fig. 3 
cannot occur, so that the film ceases t o grow into the metal. 
However, reaction 5 still proceeds, with the net effect that 
the film thins locally until rupture eventually occurs. Thus, 
a consistent picture emerges: passivity breakdown occurs 
at regions of the film that are characterized by high cation 
vacancy diffusivities. The fil'St stage in this nucleation is 
the condensation of cation vacancies at the metal/film in
terface, causing local detachment of the film from the 
metal. As this occurs, due to inhibition of the generation of 
oxygen vacancies, at the metal/film interface and hence 
growth of the barrier layer into the metal, the film begins to 

Solution 

j C.tion Eie<tion 

( - ~ M:+ MIX+ (aq) + VM x' 

' ..... _) Sc~ottky 
Pa1r 

__,_ Reaction 
t x-
t -
'-- Anion Absorption 

Fig. 8 . One pi"OCess leodin.9 to 
the breakdown of pos.sive films 
according to the PDM. 

V~ + x-- x0 
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Ftg. 9. Car1oon outlining vori· 
ous stages of pit nucleotiOn ac
cording to the PDM. 

(a} Steady State 

Stress 
~ 

(d) Film Rupture 

Repass Iva lion 

thin due to the continued dissolution of the barrier layer by 
reaction 5 (Fig. 3). This will continue until rupture occurs, 
either due to complete dissolution or until mechanical rup
ture occurs because of residual or induced stresses. The 
various stages in pit nucleation, according to the above 
model, are dep1cted in the form of a cartoon in Fig. 9. As an 
operating definition of nucleation we include steps a, b, c, 
and d. Step e, nnd the subsequent fate of the nucleus, are 
not mcluded in the nucleation event, as it is ciefined here. 

Let me briefiy summarize the evidence for vacancy con
densation as the fundamental precursor for passivity 
breakdown. That vacancy condensates occur during the 
corrosion of steels in high-temperature aqueous environ
ments23 lS seen readily from cross-sectional micrographs of 
the type shown in Fig. 10. In this case, not only has the 
barrier layer separated !rom the substrate metal, but voids, 

... 

Dissolution 

(b) Vacancy Condensation (c) Local Film Detachment 

Metal Dissolution 

(e) Pit Growth 

Stable Pit Growth 

presumably formed by vacancy condensation, are evident 
in both the film and in the metal. The system depicted in 
Fig. 10 exhibited autocatalytic growth of magnetite on the 
metal surface, and displayed a corrosion rate of several 
meters p!'r year' Accordingly, in this instance, the barrier 
layer supports an extraordinarily high cation vacancy flux, 
so that the detachment of the film from the metal and the 
appearance of vacancy condensates in the barrier layer and 
in the substrate metal ate not surprising. 

Clearly, the example cited above is extreme and the 
question remains as to whether vacancy condensation is a 
viable mechanism for passivity breakdown under less 
severe ambient conditions. In this instance, the direct ob
servation of vacancy condensates (Fig. 10) is severely ham
pered by the small thickness of the barrier layer. Neverthe
less, strong evidence exists in support of this mechanism. 

Fig. 10. Voconcy condensotion in carbon steel ofter exposure to 0.80M NoCl + 0.1 M CuCI2 solution at 250°C for 62 h; (o, left) void nudeotion 
in metol (lower) and oxide (upper); and (b, right) separation of barrier Ioyer (upper right) from the metol substrate. 
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Thus, Givens et al. 24
•
25 found that the nucleation of pits on 

aluminum in chloride-containing solutions is preceded by 
the formaton of blisters which, of course, are local areas of 
detached film. The blisters grow with time and at some 
point emit a fine stream of bubbles (presumably hydrogen) 
prior to evident rupture. The potential at which blisters 
grew agreed well with the pitting potentials reported by 
Gal vale and DeMicheli26 and Foroulis and Thubrickar7 for 
equivalent chloride concentrations over the range [Cll = 
0.01 to l.OM. In another study, Alwitt, Dyer, and Noble28 

examined Al20 3 anodic films on aluminum using transmis
sion electron microscopy. While the anodic films were not 
grown in chloride-containing media (we argue later that 
chloride is not a necessary condition for vacancy forma
tion), phase contrast effects in both amorphous and crys
talline anodic films indicate the presence of voids that are 
2-4 nm in diameter at apparent densities of 1011-1012 cm-2

• 

Perhaps the most convincing evidence was obtained re
cently in the author's laboratory by graduate student Eller
brock/9 who showed that, while solid gallium is rea<Uly 
pitted in chloride containing media, liquid gallium (melt
ing temperature= 29. 78°C) does not suffer passivity break
down readily as determined from potentiodynamic studies. 
This finding is consistent with the vacancy condensation 
hypothesis, because a condensate cannot exist at a liquid 
metal/film interface, whereas one can if the metal is solid. 
However, even this observation may not be unequivocal, 
because of the (expected) difference in stress state within a 
passive film on a liquid metal vs. that on a solid substrate. 

The possibility that chloride ion (for example) might 
penetrate the barrier layer has been discussed extensively 
in the literature1s-17 on both theoretical and experimental 
grounds. The idea is attractive, because it could account for 
the induction time for pit nucleation, but on close examina
tion the possibility that penetration of the barrier layer 
could occur seems remote. Numerous studies have shown 
that ionic conduction in metal oxides at near ambient tem
peratures is dominated by vacancy motion. Accordingly, it 
is highly unlikely that an anion the size of hydrated or even 
an unhydrated cr (for example) could move through ·a 
metal oxide lattice (even a highly disordered one) intersti
tially. Therefore, if chloride penetration occurs, it has to be 
via the existing oxygen vacancy structure as Cl(, species 
(i.e., as chloride ions occupying oxygen vacancies). How
ever, Cl0 carries the same sign of charge as V0 and, assum
ing the vacancies (including Cl¢) to be ionized, any move
ment of chloride through the lattice would necessarily 
involve unfavorable transport up an electric potential gra
dient of the order of 106 V /em. This is a most unlikely pro
cess, particularly since the flux of oxygen vacancies is irre
versibly in the opposite direction. That chloride ions have 
been "found" in passive layers by techniques such as Auger 
electron spectroscopy is explained by their incorporation 
into the outer (precipitated) layer whose thickness may be 
many times that of the barrier layer , depending on the 
properties of the system, and by mixing due to (heavy ion, 
e.g., Ar•) bombardment during analysis. Alternatively, it 
could be postulated that chloride ions could move, as an
ionic species, through channelS (e.g., grain boundaries) in 
the film to the "bare" metal at the metal/film interface. 
However, presumably hydroxide ion could move likewise 
and, because of the much higher concentration of water 
(than chloride) at the barrier layer/solution interface, it is 
much more probable that such channels, in the unlikely 
event that they exist in the first place, would passivate. 

In the analysis that follows, we assume that the initial 
event that occurs at the barrier layer/environment inter
face in passivity breakdown is the absorption of an aggres
sive anion (e.g., en into a surface oxygen vacancy 

Va +x-HXo (13] 

followed by a Schottky-pair type reaciton 

Null ~ vc~ + (~) ~- -).{ 2 0 [14] 

as depicted in Fig. 7, Case I. In this mechanism, anion ab
sorption leads to the generation of cation vacancies at the 
film/solution interface and hence to the increased flux of 
cation vacancies across the barrier layer. This particular 
case was considered in detail by Lin et al. / who assumed 
that the enhanced flux of cation vacancies across the bar
rier layer, resulting from the increased concentration of 
vacancies at the film/solution interface according to reac
tion 14, could not be accommodated by reaction 1 in Fig. 3, 
thereby leading to the formation of a cation vacancy con
densate. Once the condensate (Fig. 8) bas grown to a critical 
size, dissolution of the film at the film/solution interface 
and the tensile stresses in the barrier layer induce a me
chanical or structural instability, resulting in rupture of 
the film and hence in rapid localized attack. These ideas 
were assembled by Lin et al. 3 to derive expressions for the 
critical breakdown voltage and induction time for a single 
breakdown site as 

V 4.606RT l [ Jm ] 2.303RT l ( . ) [15] 
'= x.Fa og ru-iJ'l. aF og ax-

and 

, [ (x.Fat:. v) ]-1 
t md = ~ exp 2RT - 1 + 1: [16) 

where tJ. Vis the breakdown overvoltage (1'1 V = V - V J, ax- is 
the activity of x- in the solution 

!;' = ~/JV'I/2 (ax-)XI2 exp (x.c;:_;') [17) 

and~ is the critical areal concentration of cation vacancies 
at the metal/film interface. Other parameters are as defined 
in the original publication.3 Equations 15 and 16 account 
for many of the phenomenological characteristics of pitting 
attack; (i) that the "pitting potential" (V,) varies linearly 
with log (ax-) with a slope greater than 2.303RT /F (i.e., > 
0.05916 V/decade at 25°C) because a< 1, (ii) that log (tioo) a 
1/6 V for sufficiently large overvoltages, and (iii) that t ine is 
an inverse function of the activity of the aggressive anion. 

In deriving Eq. 15 and 16, we have assumed ithat the 
critical concentration of cation vacancies at breakdown (~ 
mol vacanciesjcm2

) is independent of the applied voltage 
and hence thickness of the barrier layer. This assumption 
was made because transmission of cation vacancies 
through the film can occur only as long as the film is at
tached to the base metal such that the vacancies can be 
annihilated by reaction 1, Fig. 3 (also Fig. 8). Thus, growth 
of the condensate normal to the interface canno·t occur, 
once the film has separated from the substrate, and since 
separation occurs by condensation of a single layer of va
cancies our assumption of l; * f(V, L) is justified. 

Why is chloride ion so effective at inducing passivity 
breakdown on many metals and alloys? An explanation is 
formulated in terms of the absorption of x- into an oxygen 
vacancy, which may be represented as 

[18) 

The Gibbs energy for this reaction is composed of two prin
cipal components with regard to the identity of X; the de
hydration energy 6G~ and the energy required to expand 
the vacancy to accommodate the ion (6G~)- Thus, in moving 
along the series F', Cl-, Br-, and r, t.G~ becomes less posi
tive due to the decreasing tendency oflarger ions to hydrate 
but this is offset by the greater (more positive) energy that 
is required to expand the vacancy. Thus, the two contribu
tions cross and preliminary semiquantitative calctulations 
indicate that ci- has the most favorable Gibbs energy of 
absorption into an oxygen vacancy in NiO (for example). Of 
course, tJ.G:' depends on the size of the oxygen vacancy in 
the surface of the barrie1·layer; the larger the size, the more 
favorable is the Gibbs energy of absorption for the larger 
anions. Accordingly, depending on the size of the vacancy, 
other anions may be better able than chloride to induce 
passivity breakdown. For example, bromide apparently in
duces pitting in titanium at a lower voltage than does chlo-
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ride/ 0 possibly reflecting differences in oxygen vacancy 
size compared with nickel oxide. 

On any real surface, a large number of potential break
down sites exist conesponding to a distribution in the 
properties of the "weak spots." Perhaps the most graphic 
illustration of this property is the data of Shibata and co
workers,31·32 who showed that the "pitting potential" is 
near normally distributed and that the induction time fol
lows a distribution that is skewed toward short times. As
suming that the breakdown sites on a surface are normally 
distributed with respect to the cation vacancy diffusivity, 
we derived distribution functions for the breakdown 
voltage and induction time of the formd 9

•
10 

dN 1 e-<D-i>llnot [19] 
dVc =- VzrtOoYD 

and 

dN - [ l;,uxl2 J -(D-D)2/2ob e-1v [20) 
dtind - Vz)t(Joii e . af1(tlnd - 't)2 

where y = «XF/2RT, cr0 is the standard deviation for the 
diffusivity for the population of breakdown sites, and the 
other quantities are as previously deflned.uo 

For comparison with experiment, we define the cumula
tive probability in the breakdown voltage and the differen
tial cumulative probability in the induction time as 

[21] 

and 

(dN]~1'1 = J.'l•l (~N)dtlnd 
<1 ind 

[22] 

The latter quantity is defined in this manner so that direct 
comparison can be made with experimental pitting induc
tion time data, which are commonly presented as his
tograms of the number of pits nucleating in successive in
crements of time. 

A fit of P(V.) to the experimental data of Shibata 
et al. 31•32 for pitting of Fe-17Cr in 3.5% NaCl solution at 
30°C is shown in Fig. 11. This fit was accomplished by ad
justing groups of unknown or poorly-known parameters, 
which affect the location of P(Vc) on the potential axis but 
not the shape, such that the experimental and calculated 
distribution functions coincide for a mean diffusivity for 
cation vacancies of 5 x 10-20 cm2 /s (this is approximately the 
value indicated by electrochemical impedance spee-

d Equations 21 and 22 are given in slightly different form in Ref. 
9 and 10. 
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Fig. 11. ~mutative probabilities for the breakdown voltage as a 
function of D for normal distributions in the diffusivity D. cr0 = 0.75. 
!?<Jta for Fe-17Cr in 3.5% Noel solution at 30°C from Shibata,31.32 
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Fig. 12. Differ~tial cumulative probabilities for the inducti.Qn time 
as a function of D for normal distributions in D. cr0 = 0.75 D. (··--) 
Data for Fe-17Cr in 3.5% NaCI solution at JO•c from Shibata.31
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v. = -0.046 V (SCE), V = 0.020 V (SCE), t = 7.5 s, 't = 0. 

troscopy). Without adjusting any additional parameters, 
the distribution (histogram) in induction time agrees with 
the experimental data for the same system (Fig. 12). The 
model described thus far does not consider the "death" or 
repassivation of pits; however, its omission is appropriate 
because, in Shibata's analyses, each specimen was taken 
out of the population once breakdown had occurred. Simi
lar distributions in Vc and t ind are obtained if we assume 
other distlibution functions (e.g., the student-t and ·i dis
tributions) for the breakdown sites with respect to cation 
vacancy diffusivity. 

The analysis outlined above has permitted us to identify 
factors that make for "good passivity." Besides lowering 
the total number of potential breakdown sites per unit area 
of the surface, the parameter that may be manipulated to 
impact the susceptibility of a passive film to chemically 
induced breakdown is the cation vacancy diffusivity. Thus, 
a decrease in the cation vacancy diffusiv_lly results in 
an increase in the "pitting potential" (i.e., VJ, because a 
higher voltage is required to produce the same flux of 
cation vacancies across the barrier layer. Note that metals 
that have inherently low cation vacancy diffusivities (e.g., 
Ti, Zr, Ta) are quite resistant to pitting. 

An important application of the idea that the cation 
vacancy diffusivity plays a central role in determ1ning a 
system's (metal or alloy) susceptibility to pitting was devel
oped some time ago by Urquidi-Macdonald and Macdon
ald11 to explain the role of alloying elements in modifying 
the pitting resistances of alloys. The premise of this model 
[the solute-vacancy interaction model (SV1M)12) is that 
pairing occurs between highly charged solute (alloying ele
ment) ions substitutionally present in the barrier layer and 
mobile cation vacancies. Thus, molybdenum segregated 
into the banier layer on a Ni-Mo alloy is presumed to be 
present as Mo~, (i.e., as a Mo&+ ion substituted into a nickel 
vacancy), which appears iormerly as a center of four posi
tive charges. That alloying elements are segregated into 
bamer layers (but not necessarily into the upper, precipi
tated layers) is shown unequivocally by the surface analy
sis by laser ionization (SAL!) data presented in !Fig. 13.33 
These data show that, for a series of Ni-X alloys, with X = 
Al, Ti, and Mo, the extent of segregation of the alloying 
element into the barrier layer increases with increasing 
charge on the solute (i.e., Ni-Al < Ni-Ti < Ni-Mo, f<ar which 
the solutes may be represented as AI~" Ti~it and Mo~1). Fur
thermore, it is evident from the existence of the diffusion 
gradient of the alloying element in the alloy phase that 
segregation occurs via a solid-state reaction at the metal/ 
film interface. This is consistent with the banier layer on 
nickel being essentially a cation conductor, in which case 
segregation oi the alloying element into the film can be 
described by the reaction 

A + V~i ~ Ali1 + (x + 2)e ' [23] 
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Fig. 13. Concentration profiles of H, 0 , AI, Ti, and Mo in passive 
films farmed on Ni-6% AI, Ni-6% Ti, and Ni-6% Mo in 0.1 N H3PO./ 
NaOH, pH = 12, at 25"C as determined by surface analysis by laser 
ionization. V = 0.30 V vs. SCE. 33 

in completion with the injection of host cations into the film 

Ni + v~; ~ NiNl + 2e' [24] 

The greater segregation of more highly charged solutes into 
the barrier layer can be explained in terms of their more 
favorable free energy in the high dielectric film [for exam
ple, experimental measurements indicate that the dielec
tric constant for the passive film on Cr is =56 whereas that 
on Type 304SS is 68-107, see citations in Ref. 11]. 

Returning now to the role of alloying elements in passiv
ity breakdown, we proposedll that the interaction between 
the substitutionally present (immobile) solute and mobile 
cation vacancies can be represented as a chemical equi
librium 

Kq 
A~X)t + qvt\ ~ [AM(V~')q ]ln-dl •q)l· [25] 

where n is the oxidation charge of the solute (e.g., +6 for 
Mo.a), and Kq is the equilibrium constant. For example, if M 
is nickel, A is molybdenum, and q = 1, the association reac
tion can be written as 

Mot,+ v~; H (MoNi. VN,)2' 

Clearly, further complexing could occur 

[26] 

(MOt·li · VN,f + V~i H (MoN, · (V:;;)2] (27) 

to form a neutral species. Evidently, not only is the strength 
of the electrostatic' interaction between the solute and a 
mobile cation vacancy greater for more highly charged so
lutes, but the total number of vacancies that may be com
plexed is also greater. The effect of complexing is to de
crease the diffusivity and concentration of mobile cation 
vacancies in the film, all other factors remaining the same. 
For 1:1 complexes, Urquidi-Macdonald and Macdonald11 

derived the modified vacancy diffusivity as 

* D [ _ (6:- nA) ] 
D = 2 1 + (6:2- nAnv)l /2 [28) 

and a modified K* (=eF /RT) as 

where a= (nA + nv + K:j')/2, and nA and nv are the stoichio
metric concentrations of the solute and cation vacancies in 
the film. By applying ion-pairing theory, as used in solution 
theory and in solid state physics, we can express the equi
librium constant, K , as 

[ 
(llakT ] 

K 1 = 4n(t/kT)\ ery- dy [30] 

where a is the distance of closest approach, t = lz1z21e2/EE0, 

z, and z2 are the number of charges on the interacting spe-

cies, e is the electron charge, E is the dielectric constant, @.., 
is the permittivity of free space, and y is the variable of 
integraton. The equilibrium constant, K, needs to be cor
rected for screening by the mobile vacancies. This correc
tion is expressed through Debye-Huckel theory as11 

Kf'"" = KJJM [31] 

where fA and [M are activity coefficients given by 

{ 
e2(n - 2x)2 } 

[A= exp - 2E@,Tf0(1 + b '/f0) 
[32] 

and 

{ 
e2x2 } 

!M = exp - 2&okTe0 (1 + b';e0 ) 
[33] 

where e0 is the Debye length 

[34] 

and b · is the distance at which the coulombic interaction 
energy is equal to kT {the thermal energy) 

b
, _ x<n - 2x)e 2 

[
351 - 2~.kT 

Although the SVIM is currently quite crude, in that it 
does not consider the complexing of more than one cation 
vacancy per solute and doe~ not employ exponential distri
butions of vacancies across the film, the model is surpris
ingly successful in accounting for the effect of molybde
num, for example, on the pitting characteristics of stainless 
steel. Thus, by combining the SVIM with the distribution 
functions for passivity breakdown, we calculated P(V0) as 
a function of molybdenum concentration in the alloy, as
suming that the solute is in the +6 oxidation state (we also 
have considered the +4 state but it will not be discussed 
extensively here) and that preferential segregation of Mo 
into the barrier layer did not occur (i.e., the concentration 
of Mo in the barrier layer was assumed to be the same as 
that in the base alloy). The distribution functions are 
shown in Fig. 14. In deriving these data, we selected model 
parameters so that the molybdenum-free case coincided 
with the experimental data of Shibata3

' ·
32 for Fe-17Cr in 

3.5% NaCl at 30°C; these parameters were then maintained 
constant for all molybdenum-containing alloys. Accord
ingly, as far as the latter are concerned, there are no arbi
trarily adjustable parameters in the model. 

The P(V.) data plotted in Fig. 14 predict that small addi
tions of molybdenum (e.g., 1 %) have only a modest impact 
on the pitting characteristics of stainless steel, but that 
additions of greater than 2% have a large impact. However, 

1.0 

0 
> 0.5 a:-

0.16 

Vc (V vs SCE) 

5% 

Fig. 14. Effect of solute (Mol concentration (nMo • w/o) on the 
cumulative distribution function for V, for a ~ssive film containing 
6•-3- comDiexes. nu = 5 x 1020 cm-3, K1 = 1.13 x 10-16 cm3

• (0, 0) 
Data of Sliibota31.32 far Fe-17CI"in 3.5% NaCI at 30•C. 
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additions of more than 3% have incrementally smaller ef
fects. Experience has shown that 2-2 1/2% Mo is optimal 
for protecting Type 30488 against pitting in seawater sys
tems with the modified alloy being the well-known Type 
31688. Perhaps a better test of the 8VIM is afforlied by the 
data plotted in Fig. 15, where a comparison of v. (break
down voltage at the 50th percentile) is made with experi
mental data from the literature. Although the experimental 
data do not display the sigmoid shape predicted by theory 
(and probably could not because of their limited precision), 
the agreement between experiment and theory is surpris
ingly good. Also shown is the prediction oi the SVIM as
suming that molybdenum is in the +4 state; clearly, the 
former (Mo6

•) provides a better description of the experi
mental data than does the latter (Mo4'), although the actual 
oxidation state of molybdenum in the barrier layer on 
stainless steel has not been established unequivocally. The 
major impact of shifting P(V.) in the positive direction is to 
greatly increase the induction time for passivity break
down (i.e., the time required to accumulate a critical con
centration of cation vacancies at the metal/film interface). 
Although we do not show the calculations here, this is pre
cisely what is predicted by the model. 

Other data also support the predictions of the model. For 
example, various studies35

•
3

' on supersaturated aluminum 
alloys of the type Al-X (X =: 0-8 ajo Mo, Cr, Ta, W) have 
shown that elements such as molybdenum and, in particu
lar, tungsten can displace the critical potential for pitting 
in chloride solution in the positive direction by as much as 
2.6V. Both elements fonn species in the +6 oxidation state, 
which should complex mobile v_t vacancies, although the 
extensive segregation of the alloying element into the bar
rier layer has not been demonstrated. However, in the pres
ence of a thick outer layer (relative to the barrier layer), 
even when using a glancing radiation technique (e.g., 
EXAFS) as employed in those studies,3~'37 it is difficult to 
establish the extent of segregation into the barrier layer 
alone, and it is likely that techniques with much higher 
depth resolution, such as SALI, are required to fully char
acterize the composition of the interfacial region. 

Transpassive dissolution and electropolishing.- In the 
case of pitting corrosion, we have argued that passivity 
breakdown occurs locally (probably on the micron or sub
micron scale) because of anion-catalyzed cation vacancy 
generation at the barrier layer/solution interface (Fig. 9). 
Breakdown, and hence pit nucleation , is envisioned to oc
cur at "weak spots" that are characterized by high cation 

vacancy diffusivities. These sites include those where 
structural discontinuities exist in the barrier layer, such as 
at ghost-grain boundaries projecting through the film from 
the metal or alloy substrate, and at the boundaries between 
the barrier layer and inclusions. The fundamental event 
leading to breakdown is envisioned to be cation vacancy 
condensation at the metal/film interface, which leads to 
decohesion of the barrier layer from the metal and ulti
mately to film rupture because of the presence of tensile 
stresses in the film coupled with film dissolution.3e-42 

While we have focussed our attention on anion-catalyzed 
generation of cation vacancies at the barrier layer/solution 
interface, other processes ~ay lead to a sufficien tly high 
rate of generation of cation vacancies that film breakdown 
can occur in the absence of "aggressive" anions. Thus, in
creasing the potential results in an accelerated ejection of 
cations from the film according to reaction 3 (Fig. 3). For 
the particular case of the stainless steels, we envision the 
generation of cation vacancies by the reaction (cf. reaction 
3, Fig. 3) 

in which Crer represents a Cr3• cation in the passive film 
lattice. The rate of this reaction is a strong function of 
potential. Accordingly, at a sufficiently high potential, the 
cation vacancies so generated cannot be annihilated by re
action 1, the rate of which is only weakly dependent on the 
applied voltage because of the high value of (1. (Eq. 4). How
ever, unlike the pit ting case, where anion-catalyzed gener
ation of cation vacancies is most prevalent at those sites 
where cation vacancies most rapidly submerge into the 
film, we see that condensation of cation vacancies at the 
metal/film interface occurs generally across the surface, 
thereby leading to the macroscopic decohesion of the bar
rier layer from the metal (Fig. 9). Once breakdown has oc
curred over macroscopic areas, the ltigh (mass-transport
controlled) dissolution rate of the substrate will inhibit the 
formation of t he barrier layer although, of course, :an outer 
layer may form, possibly as a "salt film." 43 Accordingly, 
the system does not passivate in the sense of the passivity 
(due to the formation of a barrier layer) thai exists at lower 
potentials in the passive range (Fig. 16), but nevertheless, 
the current decreases with time due to mass transfer 
through the establishing outer layer. This, then is the 
mechanism we offer for the phenomenon of transpassive 
dissolution and electropolishing, both of which involve the 
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breakdown of passivity across macroscopic areas at high 
applied potentials.""'6 

Erosion/corrosion.-Erosion-corrosion47·' 8 is the phe
nomenon where passivity breakdown is induced by the rel
ative flow of the environment with respect to the metal. 
Phenomenologically, the corrosion rate suddenly increases 
at a critical flow velocity (Fig. 17), leading to the common 
explanation that this is the velocity at which the shear 
stress at the interface is sufficient 'to "strip" the passive 
film from the surface. However, as pointed out by Syrett,'8 

the shear stresses appear far too low to induce mechanical 
rupture alone; therefore, we must inquire into the effect of 
fluid flow on the electrochemical properties of the interface 
in formulating a model for erosion-corrosion. 

In the case of copper/nickel alloys in flowing oxygenated 
seawater,'9-

51 the corrosion potential increases with in
creasing flow velocity, which is attributed to enhanced 
mass transport of oxygen to the alloy surface. However, at 
the critical velocity, the corrosion potential is close to that 
for transpassive dissolution in quiescent systems.49 Cation 
vacancy condensation seems to account for electropolish
ing and transpassive dissolution in erosion-corrosion in the 
case of copper-nickel alloys. In this model erosion-corro
sion is best attributed to flow-induced decohesion of the 
barrier layer, in which relatively low shear stresses are re
quired to depassivate the surface due to condensation of 
cation vacancies at the metal/barrier layer interface. As in 
the case of transpassive dissolution, the metal surface is not 
necessarily ''bare" because the rapid hydrolysis of cations 
leaving the surface results in the existence of a precipitated 
(salt) layer (Fig. 2). 

This model for erosion-corrosion accounts for some im
portant observations, including that erosion-corrosion is 
greatly inhibited by the addition of small amounts of alloy
ing elements, such as chromium (Fig. 18), to the alloy.52 The 
effective alloying elements are those that can form highly 
charged solutes in the barrier layer, and it seems reason
able to attribute inhibition of erosion-corrosion to com
plexing between the immobile solute and mobile cation va-
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Fig. 18. Effect of chromium additions on seowater impingement
corrosion resistance of copper-nickel alloys. 36-doy test with 7.5 m/ s 
jet velocity; seawater temperature: 27°(. 52 

cancies, as we have proposed above for pitting corrosion. 
Interestingly, in the case of iron in high-temperature wa
ter,47 erosion-corrosion is inhibited by increasing concen
tration of ox-ygen in the environment. This observation ap
pears in conflict with the prediction of the model outlined 
above, until we note that increasing oxygen is expected to 
increase the concentration of Fe(ill) in the film. Accord
ingly, the ferric species may act as the "highly charged 
solute," in the same manner as does Cr(ill) or Cr(VI) in the 
passive film on Cu-Ni alloys, thereby inhibiting the move
ment of V}~ across the barrier layer. 

Alloy Design 
What makes a good alloy? An answer to this question is 

of enormous scientific, technological, and economic impor
tance, given that the annual cost of corrosion in any indus
trial society is about 4.5% of the GNP (about $230 billion 
for the US in 1990). The work outlined above provides clear 
guidance on this question and, recognizing that the models 
are still crude, we have formulated a set of principles to aid 
the alloy designer in devising new systems of superior re
sistance to passivity breakdown. The rules are as follows 

1. The alloying element must segregate into the batTier 
layer, preferably preferentially with respect to the host 
cation. 

2. The alloying element must exist in an immobile 
"dissolved" state in the barrier layer in as high an oxida
tion state as possible and certainly in an oxidation state 
that is higher than that of the host cation. 

3. The alloying element should be uniformly distributed 
throughout the layer or at least should not form a second 
phase that would introduce heterogeneities into the system 
(and hence, sites for pit nucleation). 

We have tested these principles by measuring d istribu
tion functions, P(t~nJ, for a series of Ni-xAl, Ni-:rTi, and 
Ni-xMo alloys (x = 0-8 atomic percent) in NaCl/borate 
buffer solutions at 25°C.53 In these experiments, the speci
mens were held at a constant potential above the "pitting 
potential," and the number of pits nucleated on the surface 
were counted as a function of time. Although these experi
ments are complicated by the observation that existing ac
tive pits protect the remaining surface at radii that increase 
with time (and for this reason they have not been pub
lished), the data are in good qualitative agreement with the 
predictions of the model, in.that the Ni-Mo alloys were the 
most resistant and the Ni-Al alloys were the least resistant 
to passivity breakdown, with the effect being roughly in 
proportion to the charge on the solute (i.e., 4:2:1 for 
MO~,:Ti~;:Alj.;;). 

Photoinhibition. of Passivity Breakdown 
In the above discussion, we attribute inhibition of pas

sivity breakdown to the binding of mobile cation vacancies 
to immobile solutes in the barrier layer, the net effect being 
a lowering of the flux of vacancies across the film. There is, 
however, one other way of lowering the flux and t!hat is to 
decrease the electric field strength. However, we have 
noted that the electric field strength is independent of the 
applied voltage and the barrier layer thickness, so that ma
nipulation of these parameters does not allow us to affect 
the desired change. However, the photogeneration of elec
tron/hole pairs within the film should quench the electric 
field, and this effect has a strong influence on the nucle
ation of pits on nickel in chloride-containing solutions. 

Photoinhibition of passivity breakdown was fownd acci
dently in my laboratory by Lenhart, 54 who was attempting 
to measure distribution functions for the nucleation of pits 
on nickel in chloride solutions using an electrochemical ~ell 
under an illuminated stage of a microscope. He found the 
results (number of pits vs. time) to be completely irrepro
ducible, until we noted that the distribution function ob
tained depended on the setting on the power supply of the 
illuminating lamp! By varying the power to the lamp, we 
obtained almost complete photoinhibition of pit nucleation 
at relatively low power levels of white light (8 mW/cm2) 

(Fig. 19). The explanation for the effect is readily gleaned 
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Fig, 19. Cumulative distribution for the inhibition of pits on nickel 
in 2M NaCI/O.lM KOH + 0.2M B(OHh (pH = 9.2). 

from the PDM (Eq. 19, 20), which shows that the P(V.) and 
P(t.,d) are shifted to higher voltages and longer times, re
spectively, as the electric field strength is decreased. As 
shown in Fig. 20 and 21, a decrease in the field strength by 
a factor of ten is expected to shift the distribution in the 
breakdown voltage by a modest amount (- 70 mV), but the 
shift in the induction time distribution is very large. In
deed, the observed degree of photoinhibition shown in 
Fig. 19 can be simulated by decreasing the electric field 
strength by a factor of less than ten. 

Because stress corrosion cracks in steam-cycle compo
nents frequently nucleate at pits, photoinhibition promises 
to be an effective method of preventing fracture in thermal 
and nuclear power plants. This corrosion protection tech
nology is being explored in our laboratory currently. 

Prediction of Corrosion Damage Functions 
A principal goal in corrosion science and engineering is 

the prediction of damage functions £or various forms of 
corrosion as a function of exposure time. If this goal can be 
met, a rational deterministic basis might be established for 
estimating component liietimes in industrial systems. Of 
great importance is the damage function·for pitting corro
sion, ~xamples of which are shown in Fig. 22 for Type 
403SS' before and after being buried- in the ground for five 
years.$$ Because this form of attack frequently leads to fail
ure without significant outward signs of corrosion, the 
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scheduling of preventative maintenance in industrial sys
tems prone to this form of damage is an extremely difficult 
task. The PDM may provide the necessary deterministic 
basis for predicting localized corrosion damage functions, 
and hence ior scheduling maintenance, as outlined below. 

Consider the cumulative probability function for the in
duction time (integral of Eq. 21) as shown schematically in 
Fig. 23a. For an increment At= t1• 1 - ti, a total of AN)?>1 pits 
nucleate and grow for a period u before being obse~ed at 
t obs· If the rate of growth during this period is r(t}, then 
these pits will grow to a depth of 

h:: r r(t)dt [36] 

Thus, by carryillg out this calculation for all time incre
ments (ti,, - ti), we are able to construct the damage func
tion for the time of observation, tobs, as shown in Fig. 23(b). 
The observation time is now changed and the procedure 
outlined above is repeated to generate a family of damage 
functions corresponding to different times of observation 
in the future. Designating the damage function as 
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Fig. 23. Sd~matic of a~rithrn for calculating localized corrosion 
damage function{ DF(h,t.J from the cumulative probability function 
for nucleation, P t...J. 

DF(h, too.), we may calculate the probability of failure, 
[PF(t..,.)], defined as the probability that a pit will exceed 
in depth some critical dimension (h...,., Fig. 23) as 

100 r DF(h,t.t..)dh 
PF(t.~>s) = (• 

Jo DF(h,t • .,.)dh 
[37] 

which corresponds to the area beneath the damage func
tion for h >hen, divided by the total area. The value of hen, 
corresponds to some critical dimension selected on an engi
neering basis, such as the thickness of a pipe wall. Note 
that, in the analysis outlined above, we have not allowed 
for the repassivation ("death") of localized corrosion 
events; however, by modifying the cumulative probability 
function we allow for the possibility that a pit may repassi
vate at some time after nucleation. 

Currently we are developing the algorithm outlined 
above to estimate damage functions for pitting corrosion 
on condensing heat exchangers in domestic and gas-fired 
furnaces and for stress corrosion cracking in water cooled 
nuclear reactors. In each case, we employ deterministic 
models to estimate pit and crack growth rates, respectively; 
these models are based on either Beck and Alkire's&s diffu
sion model (for pit growth) or on the coupled environment 
fracture model (CEFM) that we developed previously to 
describe crack growth in sensitized Type 304SS in light
water-reactor-heat- transport environments.57 Determin
ism is assured in the CEFM through charge conservation, 
by requiring that the net positive current exiting the crack 
(or pit) be consumed quantitatively on the external sur
faces by appropriate cathodic reactions, such as oxygen 
reduction . 

Typical examples of calculations of this type using the 
mass transport model of Beck and Alkire58 for pit growth 
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Fig. 24. Cakuloted clamage functions for pitting corrosion as o 
function of time of observoti_gn. V.PP = -0.275 V, V. = --0.548V, 
[Ctl.= 6.3 x 10-4 mol/cm3

, D = 5 x 10-19 cm2/s. Values for other 
parameters ore given in Tobie II . 

and the parameter values given in Table II are shown in 
Fig. 24 and 25. As expected, the form of the damage func
tion depends significantly on the time at which i t is ob
served (Fig. 24) with the pits extending to greater depths as 
the time of observation is extended into the future. The 
damage function also depends on the voltage at which the 
system is held (Fig. 25). In this case, the voltage dependence 
resides entirely in the nucleation function because the pit
growth model used in these calculations$& does not admit to 
any potential dependence. Various shapes for the damage 
function may be generated simply by changing parameter 
values to alter the relative importance of nucleation vs. 
growth. 

If the techniques outlined above can be developed suc
cessfully, they could be used to address the question of 
component lifetime prediction in three ways: (i) prediction 
of the minimum critical dimension for a given exposure 
time (too.) and probability of failure (PF); (ii) prediction of 
the service life of a component for a given critical dimen
sion and probability of failure; and (iii) prediction of the 
probability of failure for a given critical dimension and 
exposure time. 

All three modes are important to design and operations 
engineers, because they provide necessary inputs for se
lecting component dimensions fMode i], for estimating 
component lifetime [Mode iil, and for scheduling mainte
nance [Mode iii). The deterministic nature of the algorithm 
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outlined above provides an enormous advantage over 
purely empirical methods (e.g., extreme value statistics), in 
that the distribution function for nucleation and the 
growth models, and hence the derived damage function, 
are related to key environmental parameters ([Cl-), [02], 

pH, T, corrosion potential) analytically. This feature en
hances the predictive capabilities of the method and also 
greatly reduces the amount of data required to "calibrate" 
the models. 

Summary and Conclusions 
A review has been presented of the point defect model 

(PDM) for the growth and breakdown of passive films. 
While the review necessarily displays the author's bias, the 
PDM provides a good accounting of the following: 

1. The steady-state properties of passive films that form 
on nickel and tungsten in phosphate buffer solutions at 
ambient temperature. Diagnostic criteria derived from the 
PDM demonstrate that the passive film on nickel is a cation 
conductor whereas that on tungsten is an anion conductor. 

2. The electrochemical impedance characteristics of pas
sive nickel in phosphate buffer solution over wide ranges of 
potential and pH, and at freqencies of the excitation 
voltage ranging from 10' Hz to 104 Hz, in terms of a single 
set of kinetic parameters and a potential-dependent paral
lel capacitance. 

Table II. Values for parameters used in cakulaling 
damage furKtions. 

Parameter Value Units 

X Passive film 3 
stoichiometry 

cm3/g cation n Mole volume of 30 
bassive film 

6G~_, Gi bs energy of -60 kJ/mol 
cl- absot:tion 

$1',, Constant, q. 17 -0.375 v 
6G: Gibbs enerfo; of cation 20 kJ/mol 

vacancy ormat10n 
t Relaxation time 0 s 
£ Electric field strength 1 X 106 V/cm 
T Temperature 298.15 K 
(( Constant, Eq. 17 0.25 
~ - 0.001 v 
~H 7 

Critical areal concen- 1 X 10" No./cm' 
tration of vacancies 

Jm Vacancy flux in metal 0.12 X 107 Vacandes/cm2 • s 
phase 

10' No./cm2 N. Surface density of 
breakdown sites 

0.50 <Jo Standard deviation in cm2Js 
cation vacancy 
diffusi vi ty 

Bh Pit depth increment 0.05 em 

3. The breakdown of passivity on a wide range of metals 
and alloys in terms of the formation of cation vacancy con
densates. 

4. The distributions in the critical breakdown voltage 
and induction time by assuming that the breakdown sites 
are distributed with respect to the cation vacancy diffusiv
ity . 

5. The role of alloying elements, such as molybdenum, in 
enhancing the resistance of alloys to passivity breakdown 
in terms of formation of complexes between the solute (al
loying element cation) in the barrier layer and mobile 
cation vacancies . 

6. Transpassive dissolution and electropolishing phe
nomena, which are attributed to decohesion of the barrier 
layer due to cation vacancy condensation over mac·roscopic 
areas. 

7. Erosion-corrosion in which the susceptibility of the 
barrier layer to shear-indued damage is enhanced by cation 
vacancy condensation at the metal/film interface. 

8. The photoinhibition of passivity breakdown on nickel 
in terms of photoquenching of the electric field strength. 

Additionally, the PDM allows us to formulate a set of 
principles for designing new alloy systems of sup.erior re
sistance to passivity breakdown, and to devise new meth
ods for predicting damage functions for localized corro
sion. These methods are being used now to predict pitting 
damage functions for condensing heat exchangers in do
mestic and industrial gas-fired· furnaces and for predicting 
stress-corrosion-cracking-damage functions for compo
nents in the heat-transport circuits of light-water nuclear 
reactors. 
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